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Initialization of the 

All GrIS South South-West North-West North North-East East South-East

Min 2012 2010 2010 2012 2012 2005 2010 2010
Max 1992 1992 1983 1996 1992 1992 1983 2002

Region
SMB

Table 1 : Extreme (min & max) years for the SMB extracted from MAR forced by ERA-Interim 1979-2014, after averaging by region.
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Fig 1 : Greenland regions. 

     2- For each region (Tab 1) :

 

Selection of the extreme SMB years
the SMB from MAR is annualy averaged. 
the extreme years of SMB are extracted (Table 1)

3- Use the climatology of 2012, 2010, 1992, 1983 and the average between 1979 -2014. 

Introduction Objectives
Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) mass loss is expected to play a crucial role during the coming century.  In this study we use the GRe-
noble Ice Shelf and Land I

Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR, Gallée & Schayes, 1994 and Gallée, 

Balance over Greenland. MAR is forced by ERA-Interim reanalyses for the period 1979-2014. We extract  the most representative 

minimun (2012 & 2010) , Annual maximum (1992 & 1983). Each SMB extreme year, as well as the average annual SMB between 
1979-2014 are used as initial condition for a low computation cost spin-up method, based on a simple inverse method. Once 
the model initialized, results are analysed to determine the importance of initial climate forcing for GrIS evolution.   

Spinup method
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Reduction of the anomalies w.r.t observations

Thickiness (H)

(Resolve mass conservation equation)

Objective of our spinup: to obtain modeled Usurf similar to observed Usurf 

Observed surface velocity : Usurf 

Sliding velocity target 

Modeled GRISLI vertical velocity

Usurf  = Udef + Usli

SIA to compute ice deformation velocity (Udef)
SSA to compute sliding velocity (Usli)
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Initialising GRISLI
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+

Initial conditions
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GRISLI Spinup method are run with 2012, 2010, 1992, 1983 
and 1979 - 2014 average climate forcing (hereafter “average”).  

Initial conditions for initializing GRISLI for Step 1 and Step 2 are identical.
Initial conditions for Final Step are extracted from the last time step of the step 2.
Climate forcing (SMB and Surface temperature) are identical for all the steps.

Each result of extreme years is analysed by comparing with the “average”  experiment.

With   Usli = Usurf - Udef 
Obs G

Results for 

Compute βt during 
200 years 

(same method as step 1)
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Fig 2: Tendancy of global ice volume average on GrIS (mm/year)
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GRISLI spinup Process in 3 steps

GrIS melting for experiment initialisizing with the1979-2014 SMB forcing is equivalent 

to actual observed melting : 1mm/year (IPPC 2013).

GrIS melting is proportional to the SMB applied :

minimum (maximum) SMB lead to strong (low) melting.

velocity and climate forcing.  

At the end of all experiments, slope tends to 0. 
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Fig 2 : modeled surface velocities
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Long term simulation (Step 2) allows to propagate the surface temperature through the ice thus climate forcing impacts the entire column of ice. 

When we are forcing GRISLI with these new initial conditions (Final step of spinup method) model compute GrIS evolution take into 

For 1983 and 1992 

calculate at Step 3 increases and causes the reduction of the sliding velocity and thus the surface velocity (Fig 3A et 3B).

For 2010 and 2012 (minimum SMB year) surface velocity globaly increases on GrIS following the progation of surface temperature through the ice.

Step 3 decreases and allows us to increase the sliding velocity and consequently 

the surface velocity (Fig 3C et 3D).

Conclusion5

1983 experiment minus “average”; 
  B- 1992 experiment minus “average”; C- 2010 experiment minus “average”; D- 2012 experiment minus “average”.
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of SMB on initial velocity. 
   

modeled velocity. The GrIS evolution after our initialization method are constant (Fig 2). 

    Warmer climates tends to increase surface velocity and colder climate tends to decrease surface velocity.

    

 
    We can use this initialization method with past, present and future climate.   
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